Branched Hybridization Chain Reaction Circuit for Ultrasensitive Localizable Imaging of mRNA in Living Cells.
Hybridization chain reaction (HCR) circuits are valuable approaches to monitor low-abundance mRNA, and current HCR is still subjected to issues such as limited amplification efficiency, compromised localization resolution, or complicated designs. We report a novel branched HCR (bHCR) circuit for efficient signal-amplified imaging of mRNA in living cells. The bHCR can be realized using a simplified design by hierarchically coupling two HCR circuits with two split initiator fragments of the secondary HCR circuit incorporated in the probes for the primary HCR circuit. The bHCR circuit enables one to generate a hyperbranched assembly seeded from a single target initiator, affording the potential for localizing single target molecules in live cells. In vitro assays show that bHCR offers very high amplification efficiency and specificity in single mismatch discrimination with a detection limit of 500 fM. Live cell studies reveal that bHCR displays intense fluorescence spots indicating mRNA localization in living cells with improved contrast. The bHCR method can provide a useful platform for low-abundance biomarker detection and imaging for cell biology and diagnostics.